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PLENTY of good adjectives are used up
in German and Belgian expressions
of
love for each other.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

12, 1914.

CITY EDITION

English Fleet Occupies Kaiser's Stronghold in Solomon Islands
DECISIVE VICTORY IS I

YET GAINED AND LONDON WAR

OFFICE WARNS THE PUBLIC NOT TO CELEBRATE TE
DEFEAT TDO EARLY, A

PRUSSIA

RALLYING

s

STRENGTHENED BY THEIR
LIES, THEY PUT UP A BETTER RESISTANCE

AL-

News dispatches indicate that the Russians have not overwhelmed the
Austrians in Galicla, as had been claimed. Fresh and stubborn fighting In
that Austrian province progressed and this has given rise to the speculation that the German corps brought from the wet may have been thrown
Into Austria to support the Austrians Instead of proceeding to east Prussia to reinforce the Germans alroady there.
The situation In east- Prussia Is in doubt, but there is nothing to Indicate that the Russians have made any notable advance west since their
-

reverse at Allenstein. They were last reported attackmg Koenigsberg,
while
the German troops were 6aid to be moving toward that stronghold.
TURKEY
AT
ANGRY
POWERS
Advices received by the French embassy at Washington tell of the
retirement of the German center east of Paris, but these obviously refer
"
SUSPENSION OF
to fighting of yesterday or earier, the details of which were made known
in official dispatches from Paris last night.
RIGHTS IS REGARDED
A dispatch from Rome says that Pope Benedict XV has charged forWITH DISFAVOR
eign cardinals to urge their governments to cease hostilities and convoke
a peace conference.
Paris, Sept. 12. It was officially anA news dispatch from Petrograd says that the Servians are continunounced here today that the German
ing successfully their offensive operations against Austria.
forces to the east of Paris are generof- east of Sermalze.
it is argued, as well as strength, and
ally retreating and that they are
have to count not only with the
to
the
ten
resistance
is
feeble
Belnoue
Thea
of
forest
roughly
only
fering
endurance of the allies, but
French and British troops.
miles east of the Argonne region and
with the constant danger from the flyThe official communication says:
also ten miles north of Revigny.
ing column of the comparatively fresh
"On our left wing the Germans have
Censorship was Complete
army of Paris.
The admirable discipline of the cen
begun a general retreating movement
Berlin Hears No Details
between the Oise and the Marne.
sorship was revealed by yesterday's
Berlin, Sept 1 2 (iva ' Copenhagen
"Yesterday their front lay between communication, which showed that the
Soissons, Braine and Fisnies, and the only ones outside of the military au and London). No details of the batmountain of Reims. Their cavalry thorities who knew of the whereabouts tles eastward of Paris and around
eeema to be exhausted. The Anglo-Frenc-h of the French forces at the beginning Verdun have been received, either
forces, which pursued them of the great battle were the Germans. from the general staff or the coreencountered on September 11 only The latter learned of it none too soon, spondents attached to headquarters.
feeble resistance.
and their diversion from the route to
"A telegram has been made public
"At the center on our right wing Paris, heretofore attributed to fear of which was sent by Emperor William
the Germans have evacuated Vitry le the Paris defense works, was simply to the king of Saxony congratulating
Francois, where they had fortified a clever maneuver to escape a desper- him on the achievement of his army
themselves, and also they have eva- ate situation.
on September 9, after hot fighting.
cuated the valley of the Sault river.
The Germans penetrated France in The telegram throws little light on
Attacked at Sermatze and at Revignl, three columns and the force consisted Hie fighting near Paris. The army
they abandoned a large quantity of of five armies and at least 800,000 referred to is under the Saxon Genwar material.
men. The plan evidently was for a eral von Hausen, which is In an in"The German forces which have quick, direct attack on Paris by Gen termediate
between the
position
been occupying the Argonne region eral Von Kluck, while the armies of armies of General von Below on the
have begun to give way. They are re- General Von Buelow, the Princes of right and the Duke Albrecht of
on the IefL
treating to the north through tl for- Mvrtemberg and Saxony and the
crown prince dealt with the other
est of Bellenone.
slight aimles of the allies.
"In Lorraine we have-madEmbassy Learns Allies Win
The audacious commander of the
Washington, Sept. 12. The followheadway. We occupy the eastern
German right wing, surprised by the ing dispatch from Bordeaux dated yesboundary of the forest of Champe-necv.Resalnvillers and Gerbenvillers. resistance of the allies at Guise and terday, was received today - at the
"The Germans have evacuated Saint Complegne, was cautious and must French embassy:
"The French general staff made
have discovered the presence of the
Die.
act- array of Paris on his flank. He showknown today that the First German
, "In Belgium the Belgian army is
ing vigorously against . the German ed his resourcefulness by a sharp en- army continues Its retirement Three
troops, who are before the fortified counter movement against this pro- of its army corps were repulsed last
The
critics
force.
gav Von night between Villiers, Collertes and
tecting
position of Antwerp.
"In the Servian field of operations Kluck full credit for skill as well Soissons. We have in four days gainthe Servians have occupied Semlin, as hardihood and referring to General ed from 60 to 75 kilometers.
"In the Second army, the Tenth
Joffre's plans, say it is a match beAustria."
Soissons Is about 50 miles northeast tween masters In the art of war.
corps and the guards, driven back to
Ceneral Joffre failed, they believe, the Saint Gond swamps, are also
of Paris ; Braine Is eight miles east of
Soissons; Fismes is seevn miles from by the narrowest margin in gaining withdrawing.
"In Champalgne, the Third German
Braine in an easterly direction and one of the most brillant victories
the mountain of Reims Is 20 miles in history. It is thought that this army is also retreating. The German
southeast of Fismes and eight miles looping of the loop adds Immensely center is thus at last giving ground.
"After a hard fight in the region
Edith of the city of Reims. Sermalze to the dangers of Von Kluck's army.
is 15 miles to the east of Vitry le The worn out forces, doubling on their between Sezanne and Vitry in the ArFrancois and Revigny is five mite3 trac-Hsnecessary must, lose courage, gonne country the German army has
Wur-temtou-

,

IS.

The
gian legation announced today
here tht the Belgian army has
again taken the offensive, which
was being pushed satisfactorily.
An extended sortie was made on
September 10 and the Germans
everywhere were: forced to re- tire. Malines and Aerschot were
retaken.
The Belgian legation stated
that Belgians had destroyed the
railway between Louvain and
Tirleniont, thus cutting off the
German communication between
Brussels and Liege.
London,
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PROBLEM

FOR THIS REASON GRANT BOARD
IS AVERSE TO CITIZENS'

COUNCIL

Sept;

HORRIBLE STORY

Bel- -

OF BELGIAN

Trols'Fofltahtel-fnBts'.--

t

CRUELTY

ALL,

THE SEWER

IS CALLED WILL

TAKE OVER OLDIPLANT

PERMITTED HOLDING COMPANY IS ASKED
GET READY FOR THE
PLANS
TRANSFER
BE

TO)

WHAT TO

D0WITH PROJECT

MAY CHANGETHE ORDINANCE

PEASANTS

ARE SAID TO BE GOUGING OUT WOUNDED GERMANS' EYES

TFUSTEES SAY IT IS A PROBLEM,
BUT THEY HOPE TO SOLVE

ACTION

MAY BE TAKEN TO AL
LOW COOLEY BARN TO BE
. MADE A GARAGE

IT SOON

the. north of The

-

A Fifth German army, after attempting a very serious effort ou our right
wing, was thrown back. Our troops

;

OUT

CF

TONGUES

TERRIBLE MUTILATIONS INFLICT
ED UPON THEIR HLLPLESS
ENEMIES

occupy Vassincourt.
"The general situation has thus ASKS1THE HAGUE TO STOP IT
been modified to our advantage during these last days.
KAISER'S AMBASSADOR IN WASH"On the .other side, the Austrian
INGTON IS APPRISED OF
army, attacked near Tomaszow, was
INTENTIONS
retreat.
The
forced to a disastrous
whole army has been pushed back to
the west of Rawasuka and the DniesNew York Sept 12. Gouging out of
ter river. The Russians have besiege;es, cutting out of tongues, cutting
ed Grodeke.
off of limbs, murdering of those ready
to be taken to the hospitals and treach
Anxiously Awaiting News
erous
assaults,, were among the atro
'
London, Sept. 12. News of a decisive
cities performed on wounded German
character from east of Vitry le Fran- soldiers in Belgium
by the lower clas
cois, where the army of Saxony and ses of Belgians, according to a letter
parts of the armies commanded by w iitten by Prince Henry of Prussia,
under date of August 25 to Count von
the Prince of Wurtemberg and
von Buelow are fiercely striving Bernstorff, German ambassador to the
to break through the French right and United States. The letter, which was
center, still hangs fire and the anxie- received yesterday and made public
ty of both forces grows keener as it today, says in part:
"I hope that we have already pro
is recognized that the result of the
battle Jn this quarter is likely to have tested to the government at Brussels
a decisive effect on the whole line.
against the frightful atrocities which
Should the Germans smash through were committed and are still being
the center of the French line in this committed daily by the lower class of
district, they would turn the line of Belgian population against our brave
B'rench frontier forts and seriously en- scldiers, especially against wounded
danger the rear of General Castleman's ones. It seems that the Belgian gov
Sixth army corps, already engaged up ernment is either helpless or else does
to the hilt with a corresponding host r.ct know the least about these things,
from The Hague to take energetic
of Germans before Nancy.
committed during the Balkan war.
Battle Not Won
"It might be very advisable if the
It Is fully realized here that the
driving back of the German right wing Belgian government would be asked
and right center in no way is conclu- from the The Hague to take energetic
sive and that as the French-Britisstops in the Belgian districts not yet
forces rallied after their long retreat, oetupled by the Germans, so that an
so may the Germans turn and re- end is put to this detestable war of
Fttnce-Tiereuand that army fights
trieve their present reverses.
The public is warned that the pres only against army.
"They will forever remain a shame
ent situation merely is the first phase
of a great battle and that the battle ful spot in the history of Belgium. It
ittelf is only the first stage of a ti- also seems that in Belgium the minor
tanic struggle between the nations, Catholio clergy Is carrying on an Inwhich will continue so long as the cessant agitation.
"The Belgian government apparent
main armies remain Intact as they are
ly has no Idea about all these things,
at present.
The latest unofficial reports from and it surely does not meet with her
intentions that the Belgian people
the plains of Champagne tell of
larger number of German commit the lowest crimes against huguns and prisoners being captured manity, which naturally the Belgian
than were mentioned In the last of- government will have to be blamed for
in the future. It Is still time to preficial communication.
Belgian official reports Rpeak of a vent scores of crimes. The cruelties
rout of the Germans by troops mov- In question are continuing.
"The pouring out of eyes of the
ing southward from Antwerp, but
while there is no reason to doubt that wounded to'diers; cutting out of
the Invaders are evacuating parts of tcngues; cutting off of limbs; murBe'gian territory, It seems probable dering of the wounded who are lying
on stretchers ready to be taken to tfie
(Continued cn Page Four)
Gen-era-

THE PUBLIC WILL

TO END

REGARDING

TUESDAY TO SUGGEST

CUTTING
been pushed back

ANOTHER MEETING

DECIDES

DISPUTES

PROPOSITION

The French war office announced at 3 o'clock this afternoon (Paris
time) that the Germans in France were retreating generally and offering
A British official announcement says that Britonly a feeble resistance.
ish troops have crossed the river Ourcq and this (Saturday) morning are
pursuing the German right wing, whose retreat is rapid. It is declared
that the third French army has captured all the artillery of one German
army corps.
Up to early afternoon no statement had been issued by the German
war
office. The latest official German report said their forces had capP.USSIAN FORCES ARE REPORTED
tured a fortress southwest of Verdun, and news dispatches Indicate a purDEFEATED BY THE GERMAN
pose on the part of the German general staff to surround and cut off from
TROOPS
the line of the allies the strongly fortified Verdun.
AUSTRIANS

MS

ALLIES HAY SUFFER R EYERSES

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

FIGHTING STILL

MUST RETAIN THE WILL SETTLE AN
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At a meeting of the Las Vegas grant
Determined to settle once and for
board thl3 morning, the proposition for all the
many annoyances that ha
the completion of the irrigation uro- - aiisen from the failure of the old La
FJt z lor the liiwls north of Las
s
. terminal;
Vegas Sewer awmpuay
discussed informally at the last meet- iti existence and deed its proper!.- ing of the board and outlined In The over to the city, as was promised a;
Oitio recently, was presented by S. the time the municipal sewer Evsteia
B. Davis, Jr.,
representing a portion was built over three years agu, the
of the privately owned lands. A gen city council last night authorized the
eral discussion was entered into by calling of a special meeting on Septem
the boadr and Charles A. Spiess, its ber 25, at which the matter will be
sptclal counsel, and Jlr. Davis.
disposed of. The city clerk was In
The plan called for the merging of structed to notify the city attorney to
the privately owned lands' the inter be ready with a final report upon
ests of the Camfield Development com that date, and to request the sewer
pany and the grant board in one par company to hold a meeting in the
ent corporation, each of the three ele- meantime for the purpose of prepar
Hunts to receive a consideration in ing a statement to the council.
stock in the new company for their
At the time the new sewer was
holdings. The attitude of the board bvilt the Las Vegas Sewer company,
was that, though it was anxious that which owns a short line serving part
something should be done to complete of the business section of the city.
the project, It would be averse to agreed to deed over its property pro
putting its name to any scheme that viding the city would not assess Its
would take the control of its lands stockholders for the building of a
ard water rights out of its own hands; sewer system In the district covered
that by uniting with the other two by its pipes and mains. The proposi
elements it would lose representation tion was accepted by the city. In er
in the administration of the affairs
to make the matter entirely leof the corporation, and that in the gal, a sewer assessment was leviect
event of failure on the part of the cor- - against the property which was promi'ton to build the reservoir and com- ised exemption, with the understandpk te the system, having vested title ing that as soon as the old sewer comto its lands in a company that would pany complied with its agreement the
thereby fail, it would lose lands, in assessment would be wiped away and
terests, water rights and all assets any money paid on itl refunded.
The Las Vegas Sewer company enexcept a bundle of stock that would
Liwe become automatically valueless. deavored to comply with its promise.
Also the lands given by the Camfield futilely trying to call a meeting for
company would be released
the purpose of transferring Its propCharles A. Spless expressed the erty. Failure to secure the necessary
opinion that the board would be able number of stockholders' attendance,
to win its suit for the recovery of the because it was Impossible to locate or
water rights against the Camfield notify the number required by the cor
company in court, and that at the ex poration's constitution, balked every
piration of the option the board holds effort Two city attornevs tried in
on the claims of the Camfield com vain to untangle the
perplexing situa
pany the board would be awarded tion. In the meantima ttiA rnrrmori.
.
j
$100,000 on the bond of the company. owners who had been assessed for two
The board adjourned after having sewer lines when but one had been
set 10 o'clock Tuesday morning, Sfep- - laid.and, that had been paid for
by
tember 15, as the time for a further them years ago, are continually wor
discussion of the proposition, and in- rying the council with requests for re
vited the public to attend the meeting lief.
t& present any
As everybody connected
suggestions that may
with the
tend to solve the problem.
proposed transfer to the city of the olil
seewr system is heartily in favor of
The Proposition
The proposition to the grand board the proposition, the council has
pracfollows:
tically decided to take it over without
further ado, complying to the beet of
"September 9, 1914.
"To the Board of Trustees of the its ability to the
requirements of the
(Continued on Page Eight)
law and trusting that everybody concerned will to happy and no further
hospitals; treacherous assaults by trouble ever will arise.
peasants, etc. Priests who received
Fireproof Garages
our troops In a friendly manner during
Fpon the request of Attorney
the day were at night time detected H. Hunker, who was
present In t' .
with revolvers in their hands partici- interest of the Las
Vegas Motor
pating actively in (be outrages.
.
(Continued from Vv n
Vt-a-
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Mr. Larkin

Hoste

In Honor of

Mr.

Zingg

Mrs. R. R.
entertained for Mrs. O. C.
Zingg, wife or Professor O. C Zingg,
who has been long connected with
the faculty of the Normal University,
but who has left the school this year
to assume a more responsible position
at El RJto, with a dainty luncheon.
The place' cards were Kewpies, done
Larkin. After
by Miss Katherine
luncheon Miss Margaret Larkin read
"Solomon and the Ants" and "Lisping
Lixabeth" in a charming manner.
Mrs. Larkin's guests were Mrs, O. C
Zingg, Mrs. John H. York, Mrs. Johanna Vollmer, ,Mr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, Mr Stephen Powers, Mrs.
Byron Read and Mrs. John Tooker.

Last Saturday afternoon

Larkin

r

Next Tuesday Morning

To Our

their home on North Sixth street The
affair of last week was In honor of
Mrs. H. J. Grove, who Is visiting at
the home of Mrs. John W. Harris, Sr.
Auction bridge was the amusement of
the afternoon.
At the party this afternoon
ed euchre was enjoyed. Dainty refresh
ments were attractively served at both
functions. The following ladles were
the guests of Mrs. Tamme and her
daughter.
Baseball Dance
Saturday, September 5 Mrs H. J,
On Thursday Night
Groves, Mrs. Harry W. Kelly, Mrs.
The baseball commission has an- W. D. Kelly, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
nounced a dance for Thursday even- Mrs. J. A. LaRue. Mrs. Charles A.
ing, September 17, and those who had Spiess, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs.
the privilege of attending the last hop E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs.
MaW. J. Mills, Mrs. John S. Clark, Mrs.
given by the guardians of the
roons, will be glad to learn that the T. C. Winters, Mrs. John Robbins,
former success is to be repeated eo Mrs. William G. Haydon, Mrs. W. R,
soon. The armory, which will be the Tipton, Mrs. George A, Fleming, Mrs.
scene of the balle, will be put in a Clarence Iden, Mrs. Jefferson Raycondition of terpsichoreaa perfectness nolds, Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Mrs.
and the boys promise that nothing McNair, Mrs. C. S. Loeey, Mrs. Simon
that could conduce to the comfort of Bncharack, Mrs. Isaac Bacharack and
the patrons will be overlooked. The Mrs.' Herman llfeld, Mrs. John W.
floor will be freshly treated, the music Harris, Sr., Mrs. Oldham, Mrs. F. O.
is to be of the best, light refreshments Blood and Mrs. F. A. Manzanares, Jr.
will be served, and the floor commit
Saturday, September 12. Mrs. E. N.
tee will be active in a thousand ways Kearney, Mrs. II. W. Clark, Mrs. Arat once, looking after the convenience thur llfeld, Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward,
of the guests.
Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Mrs. Richard R.
4 4
Devine, Mrs. Colbert C. Root, Mrs.
Altar Guild
Charles P. Trumbull, Mrs. Edward B.
Holds a Meeting
Mrs.
Holt, Mrs. Leslie C. Witten,
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Me- Chester
Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Iden,
aftermorial church met Thursday
Helen Kelly, Miss Margaret Gross,
noon with Miss Emma Tamme. After
Miss Madonna Hogan, Miss Tessie
the routine business of the guild had
Miss Louise Lowry, MisB Jean-ett- e
followhour
of
a
social
been disposed
Miss Mossie York, Miss
Ward,
ed, which was most heartily enjoyed
Helma Vollmer, Miss Sylvia Vollmer,
attended.
who
ladiea
by the young
Miss Opal Jones, Miss Ola Laird, Miss
4 4
Pnebe Hart, Miss Chella Van Petten,
Woman's Club
Madeline
Miss Ruth Winters, Miss
Holda First Meeting
Miss
Miss
Marie
Marie
Arnold,
Mills,
the
On Wednesday afternoon at
chambers of the Commercial club the Mann Miss Iva Markbam, Miss Marje
ladies of the Woman's club gathered Clement, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss
at the first meeting of the vganUa-- Frances Myers, Miss Caroline Green-beigpMiss Browne and Miss Miliion following the Bivniaiier adjourndred
Miss Helen Dunn, Miss
Browne,
ment. About 20 members attended,
Mies Rose Powers,
Lorna
Johnson,
of
the
souse
meeting
was
the
and it
Miss
Alice
Mrs. S. B. Rohrtr
Coors,
that the lines of work pursued last
and Mrs. Vincent Jones.
the
continued
bo
during
ehould
year
4
present season, and others taken up.
should
resolutions
that
decided
was
It
Better Babies
be drafted endorsing a bill to be pre- Contest
Proposed
sented at the next legislature providA matter which is tnterestng the
ing for a state board of associated society matrons of Las Vegas la the
charities and the bill instituting a "better babies" contest
planned by
juvenile court and probation, system the board of directors for the county
for New Mexicov which are to be read fair. It has been
proposed that the
before the State Federation of Wom- ladies of the Woman's club mother
en's clubs at Silver City next month. the contest, but no final arrangements
have as yet been made. At the re
Mr. Tamme and
cent meeting of the club the matter
Daughter Entertain
was to have been brought to the at
Mrs. Charles Tamme and her daugh- tention
officially of the club, but the
ter, Miss Emma, were hostesses at members of the boarl, upon whom
two delightful parties, one last Satur- - the duty of
explaining the contest was
day and the other this afternoon, at to have fallen, were unavoidably out
of the city and the uiattei has been
only Informally discussed by soma of
Stomthe members. It is more than prob
Phillips
able that, In the event the Woman's
More club
does not see its way clear to take
Five
up the contest, the fair directors
will secure the aid of several of the
younger matrons of Las Vegas who
will act as a committee In charge; At
least, it is certain that the project
will not be abandoned.
4 4

Mervy Friends and
Customers

At 9 A. M.
we open our doors to one of the greatest and
most timely sales we have ever held. This
store is now filled to overflowing with new
most ol which were bought
fall goods-th- e
before the recent raise in prices, which means
that you will find prices here no higher. The
quality of our merchandise is well known as
we have always maintained a certain high
standard as a safeguard for our customers.
We've been planning for this sale for several
months to make it the One Sale of the season
and while the values are astonishing, a visit
to this sale will be convincing.
Read the full particulars in Monday's Optic,
and prepare to attend this sale-n- ot
only one
day, but every day, as additional bargains
will be added everyday. Remember the date!

established 'in the year 1862 upon the solid
truth and honesty, is now starting on its Fifty-Thir- d
Year ol business in Las Vegas, and we will contin-- .
ue our policy which has always been one of fairness to 'our customers, fairness to our competitors, fairness to cur employes, and
fairness to ourselves.

THIS

six-han-

home,
of

We have never attenr.pted to increase our business through
means or misrepresentation, tnd cur aim has always been
to serve you in a straightforward manner.
illigi-gitima-

te

In our methods we have endeavored to keep abreast of the most
modern business principles, and have always striven to be first
and foremost in the field of progressiveness. And, while we
of achievement a notable record, and one
consider this
that may well be envied, we also look upon it a; an incentive for
greater effort, and pledge ourselves to greater endeavor.
52-yea-

Our advertisements shall, as heretofore, have the most scrupulous
supervision, and we reiterate that WE NEVER PUBLISH A
STATEMENT REGARDING PRICE, VALUE OR QUALITY,
FOR WHICH WE WOULD NOT GIVE OUR BOND.
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Established

DISTINCTION IN DRESS
PAT.
BCO.
OA.

ers, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Hazel
Gerard, Miss Marie Arnold, Miss Rose
Powers, Miss Ruth Kellogg, Mrs, P.
H. LeNoir and Mrs. H. A. Miller, Mr.
Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Donald Hart, Mrs.
William H. Springer, Mr. William
Tipton, Mr. Leo Tipton, Mr. O. E.
Elood, Mr. A. E. Hayward, Mr. Lee
Gerard, Mr. Carlos Spiess, Mr. Loevening. The guests were Mies Flor- renzo Delgado, Mr. Morton Stern, Mr.
ence Goodman, Miss Aileen Rosen- Jay Stern, Mr. FreJ Hagelberg, Mr.
thal, Miss I Harris of Los Angeles, Frank Roberts, and Mr. Leonard
Mis Caroline Greenberger, Miss Edna
Loenberg, Mr. Morton Stern, Mr. Mor4
ris Katz, Mr. Samuel Greenberger,
.Mr Milton Taichert, Mr. Joseph Stern, Evening Party at
Mr. Dan Taichert, Mr. and Mrs. Dan- Rosenthal Home
Last Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs.
iel Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Stern.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Greenberger, Mr. and Charles Rosenthal entertained at their
826 Fifth street, in honor of
Mrsi, J. A. Taichert, Rev. J. H. Lan- heme.
dau and Mrs. Kaufman and daughter. Mrs. Rosenthal's niece, Miss L. Harris of Los Angeles. Miss Harris, who
Young Peopla
is a charming young woman of the
Have a Jolly Time
Surprise Party
coast city, has many friends among
The young people of all ages of the For Miss Roberts
the younger set In Las Vegas, and the
The home of Mra. Johanna Vollmer
Epworth League of the Methodist
was thoroughly enjoyed by
evening
church gathered in the church par- on the Hot Springs boulevard was the all the
guests.
lors last evening for a social time, scene of one of Las Vegas society's
and many games and many stories most Jolly affairs last night, when
and much laughter witnessed to the the close friends of Miss Marie Rob- Miss Gerard Enetertaln
At Evening Party
merry making of tne participants-- erts assembled to bid her o"'Miss Roberts has lieen secretary
The rooms were daintily decorated,
iMiss Hazel Gerard will entertain
and the refreshments, without which to President Frank H. H. Roberts of this evening at her home in honor of
no social function In Las Vegas, or the New Mexico Normal University .Mass Marie Roberts, who will soon
anywhere else, would be complete, for the .past year, ajid surrounded her- leave for her home In Chicago. Dancwere such as to bring joy sparkling self with a coterie of friends to whom ing will be the amusement of the
to the eyes of all the fortunate ones. she had endeared herself in Innumer- evening.
When the last guests had departed able ways. A cry of protest rose In
when she announced ber
the old walls
'
- of the church. -fairlvx , all directions
Pike Party I
' a, .,
time
leave
to
determination
some
ago
;
echoed with the good time that had
Novel Amusement ; ,,
the school and return, for a time to
been had within them.
The Misses Lorraine, Louise and
her Chloago home. The parry last Mary Lowry entertained some of their
evening at which she was the sur- friends last night at the home of their
Surprise Party
and honored guest, was a token mother, Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, 619
prised
For Mis Levison
the
of
high esteem In which she Is Washington avenue at what they callMiss Edna Levison, daughter of
her friends.
held
by
ed a Pike party. When the guests
Mrs. David Wlnternitz, who has been
CunLouise
arrived
were
Miss
The
summer
they were given plenty of loose
vacation here
guests
spending the
renewing old acquaintances and mak- ningham, Miss Helen Cunningham, change to take them down, the Pike
ing a host of neiv friends, was the Mies Helen Kelly, Miss Margaret and pay for entrance to all the conguest of honor at a surprise party at Gross, Miss Madonna Hogan, Miss cessions. There were a fish pond, a
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wlnternitz Mary Harris, MiBS Frances Myers, bowling alley, a "nigger baby," and
,
which wound
Wednesday evening. Miss Iyevison, Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss Marie Rob- - all kinds of attracti-ms-

a student at Goucher college,
Baltimore, ha won her way Into the
hearts of all of the younger set In Las
Vegas and the affair this week was
planned without her knowledge that
the circle of her acquaintances might
bid her farewell before her departure
for the east She left to take up the
duties of the school) year Thursday

who la
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Mr. W. R. Phillip. Jr 1S9 More-lan- d
Ave., Atlanta, Georgia, writes:
had the catarrh and stomach
trouble for more than five years, and
1 faithfully tried all the medicine
I
saw advertised, and found they all
failed to cure me. I then heard of
I'eruna. I purchased six bottles, and
after their use I aoon discovered that
I was well, safe and sound. I now
weigh two hundred and ten pounds,
and have never been sick since I took
Peruna. It surely la the best medicine
for colds, stomach trouble and catarrh
that I ever heard of,"

to 19 Inclusive
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MANY OF THE ITEMS ARE NOW ON DISPLAY IN
OUR WINDOWS, BE SURE AND LOOK THEM OVE

r.

Mr.

-

Our 52 od Anniversary Sale

..

0

ANNOUNCING

-

s.

a confetti fight. Kewpies were
the prizes.
The guests were Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Marie Clement, Miss Carrie
Greenberger, Miss Phebe Hart, Miss
Florence Goodman, Miss Ruth Nahm,
Miss Grace Lord, Miss Marie Mann,
M'ss Madeline Mills, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Lucy Myers, Miss Leona
Greenclay, Miss Helen. Eliott, Miss
Libby ParneiT, Miss Chella Van Pet-teMiss Elizabeth Coors, Miss Alice
Coors, Miss Mabel Laird, Miss Edith
Tooker, Miss Grace Elliott, Miss Mildred Mcllahan, Miss Mary McMahan,
Mr. Walter Cayot, Mr. Dan Taichert,
Mr. Cecil Paice, Mr. L. C. Taylor,
Mr. Emile Clement, Mr. William
Koogler, Mr. Samuel Greenberger, Mr.
Leon Guy, Mr. Simon Lewis, Mr.
Herbert Gehring, Mr. Frank Ettlnger,
Mr. Leonard Hoskins and Mr.LeRoy
up In

Brown.

4 4
Elk

Give an

Informal Dance
Thursday evening the Las Vegas
lodge of Elks, gave an informal dance
in its club rooms. Music was furnish
by Miss Grace Roeeberry, pianist, and
John Cook, drummer, and everybody
had a good time. At midnight a
luncheon, was served. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. George E. Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur llfeld, Mr.
and Mrs. Ringer, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Colbert C.
Rootj Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacbafach.
Mr. and Mr. R. P. Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Malcotab of Lancaster, Pa., Mr.
and Mrs. Hennessy of El Paso, Mrs.
A. P. Bush, Mrs. Bell,
Acker, Mr
Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Helen Kelly,
Miss Madonna Hogan, Miss Frances
Myers, Miss Marie Roberts, Mr. William Springer, Mr. D. L. Cole, Mr.
Donald Hart, Mr. Orrin Blood, Mr. H
R. Russell, Dr. C. S. Losey, Mr. Manuel Henriquez, Mr. Myers of Trinidad, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Pat McElroy and
,Mr. C. L. Baily.
-

SAN JUAN COMES IN

Sanat Fe, Sept. 12. That San Juan
county has made an initial appropriation of $500 toward an adequite
exhibit for the county was the welcome news telegraphed by T. Bra-Mwho is assisting Publicity Director A.
E. Koehler of the exposition commission). Chase Bell, the motion picture
operator, spent two days at Aztec and
Farmlngton, filming everything that
is worth while in that part of San
Juan and Las Animas valleys. In addition 200 colored stereopticon slides
which will he shown daily in the
"most unique picture house in America," the New Mexico building at San
Diego, will demonstrate to the world
that, San Juan county is indeed a section in which capital, enterprise' and
energy will be bountifully rewarded.
There never was and there is not
likely to be quite so great and impressive a moving picture auditorium
as that created by the state of New
Mexico at the San Diego exposition.
The motion picture outfit will be at
Laguna on September 19 and thence
will go to Roswell where five days
are to spent to do the lower Pecos
valley Justice; The motion pictures
of the dance at Isleta are successful
beyond the highest expectations and
already offers are being received by
motion picture companies who want
to secure copies of the film.

OFFICE.

slaught. The huge animal was only
30 feet when Stevenson shot
and
brought it down. He then dispatched
the two cubs. All three were.exceed-ingl- y
fat. Stevenson found it impossible to bring in the meat, but three
bear skins were shipped to Colorado
Springs this forenoon to be prepared
for foot rugs and to be trophies of the
encounter.
Diarrheoa Quickly Cured
was first called to
Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy as much as twelve
years ago. At that time I was seriously 111 with summer complaint One
dose of this remedy checked the trouble," writes Mrs. C. W. Florence,
Rockfield, Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
j
"My attention

"Papa's Baby Boy," a new musical
pi?ce taken from the French, is to be
produced at the New Amsterdam thea-tt- r,
New York, next month.
Chamberlain' Liniment
If you are ever troubled with aches,
pains or soreness ot the muscles, you
will appreciate the good qualities of
Chamberlain's Liniment Many sufferers from rheumatism and sciatica
have used it with the. best results. It
is especially valuable for lumbago and
lame back. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

A

MIGHTY

HUNTER

Santa Fe, Sept 12. A
cubs were
she bear and two
shot single handed by Assistant Postmaster Fv, R. Stevenson this week
while out hunting near Nambe, northern Santa Fe county. Stevenson had
started to hunt grouse in the forenoon, but grouse were exceedingly
scarce, n the afternoon Stevenson's
Ayredale started up a bear with her
two cubs. The dog treed the cubs
and the mother turned back at Stevenson, who calmly awaited the on
d

d

Stonecutters in Portland, Ore., are
now receiving 70 cents an hour,

.

CITROLAX

Users say it is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink. ML J. Perkins, Greens
Bay. Wis., says- "I have used pills,,
oils, salts, etc, but were all disagreeable and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I
have found the ideal laxative drink."
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
ideal, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
-
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winning the 1911 pennant in the
league. Under Manager Joha
the New York club has won
three pennants In a row. This is the
maximum number of flags ever captured in succession by any club la
either the National or American
leagues and those who pin their faith
to big league history claim that the
New York Giants will not prove the
exception to the rule of three.
Their contention appears to be borne
out by the records for since 1876 no
club has won more than three pennants in a row. The Chicago club under Captain Anson won the championBoston broke the
ship in 1880-1:siring In 1884 and not until 1891 did
the Boston club under Fraik Selee
start a triple win which carried them
through 1892 aud 189. Baltimore fol
under Ned
lowed winning in 1894-5-Ilanlon. In 1901 Pittsburgh started
a peunant chase which won three flags
in a row. New York stopped the Pir
ate by winning In 1904 and the next
three pennants to be captured In suc
cession went to the Chicago club under Frank Chance In 1906-7-Begin
ning in 1911 the New York club has
won three straight championships in
the National league only to lose the
world's series each autumn to the
American league representatives.
But one triple win is found In the
American league records whlcn go
back to 1900. In 1907-8-tl:e Detroit
Tigers under Hughey Jennings, won
the junior league banner but in each
ear was defeated In the world's se
rtes by the National league contender.
The fans who believe In tradition point
to the failure of Anson, Selee, Chance,
Hanlon and Jennings and the baseball
machines they built up to win four
etraight pennants and predict that Mc
Graw and his Giants will fail likewise.
Williams' Quick Rise
R. Norrls Williams II, the new Am
erican singles tennis champion, whose
sensational defeat of Maurice B. McLaughlin at the national tournament
at Newport furnished one of the most
startling upsets of the present sports
season, has had a most meteoric rise
in the court game. Born at Geneva,
Switzerland on January 29, 1891 of
American parents he is yet to celebrate his twenty-fourt- h
birthday. Williams spent his boyhood In Europe

IN

Na-tio- al

COACHES CALLING

NEAR DEATH
BY SMOTHERING

FOR FOOTBALL

But Husband, With Aid of Cardui,

PLAYERS
THE

191.4

Effects Her Deliverance.

SEASON WILL BE ON IN

FULL FORCE WITHIN
SHORT

A

TIME

New York, Sept. 12. Another Bet of
mobilizing ordera are being Issued today for the football coach is ready for
the initial maneuvers of the gridiron
campaign. In all parts of the country
tlic turf Is being lined with long white
marks; tackling dummies erected and
padded uniforms taken from gymnasium lockers and storerooms. Soon
veteran and novice will trot out upon
the practice field and the football
coach will come into his own once
apain.
That he is an Important factor In
the popular college sport Is shown by
tbo fact that more than 70 per cent
of the schools and colleges supporting
football teams employ one or more
coaches In the individual and collective development of the players. In a
majority of cases the coach is a former player who gained fame as a grid-Irostar at either the college where
he now coaches cr at some rival university, players from Instltutons that
have been represented for a period of
some years by winning elevens are
most frequently In demand since the
belief prevails that as coach they will
incorporate the same system and methods in their charges.
n

AFTER SUFFERING

TWO LONG YEARS
Mrs. Aseiin Was Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pink- -

ham's Vegetable
Compound.
Minneapolis, Minn. "After my little
one was born I was sick with pains in
my sides which the

doctors said

were

caused by inflammation.
I suffered a

great deal every

4

and grew very
Ay thin. I was
under the
mo-.- th

doctor's care for two
long years without
any benefit. Finally
after repeated suggestions to try it we
got Lydia E. Pink- -

ham's Vegetable Compound. After taking the third bottle of the Compound I
was able to do my housework and today
I am strong and healthy again. I will
answer letters if anyone wishes to know
about my case." Mrs. Joseph Aselin,
628 Monroe St, N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Commade from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, and today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
know for woman's ills. If you need such
a medicine why don't you try it?

pound,

If you have the slightest doubt

that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta-

ble Compound will help you, write
to Lydia E.Pinkham MedicineCo.
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
place, says: "I suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
but then 1 would cet worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and I began using it.
It did me more good than all the medicines I had taken.
. I have Induced many of my friends to
try Cardui, and they all sa they have
ueen benefited by its use. There never
las been, and never will be, a medicine
1 believe it is
lo compare with Cardui.
(his

i good medicine for all womanly

trou-3les-

."

For over 50 years, Cardui has been
woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength.
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
t should surely help you, as it has i
nillion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui y.
to-da-

t:

Chettanootra
Medicine Co., Ladies
fTrti
Hdrisory Dec1
Chattanooga.
Tnn., for Suctal
Insiructicnt on your case and e
book, "Home
rreaunent for Women." in plain eriaDcar. M.C. lSf

At the present time there are more
than 500 former players acting as
coaches for school and college teams.
Eliminating from this list all but the
more prominent institutions of the
country an analysis shows that players
from Yale and Pennsylvania are most
popular as coaches. These two universities are tied with 15 each. Dartmouth, Michigan, Princeton, Wisconsin and Chicago follow in the order
named and these are closely pressed
for honors by Lafayette, Syracuse,
Notre Dame, Vanderbllt, Williams,
Ohio, Penn State and Minnesota. At
the foot of the list will be found some
80 Institutions with but one or two
Vlayers who have entered the coaching ranks. In this connection the peis shown of Harculiar
vard with a winning eleven for the
past few years at the very foot of the
tabulation.
Despite the fact that Yale and Har
vard are widely separated so far as
developing coaches for other collages
is concerned the football follower an
ticipated a great battle between the
coaching staffs of these two unversl-te- s
during the present season whic'j
will culminate in the contest at New
Haven on November 21, when tie
teams meet in the new Yale Bowl.
In some respects the head coaches
o; both Harvard and Yale are alike.
Both are men of few words. When
F'rank Hlnkey was playing end at
Yiile he was known as the "silent
captain." Percy D. Haughton who has
held the coaching reins at Harvard for
the past few years is almost as chary
of speech. Both, however, know foot- laal from every angle. They are
hard drivers as they were players and
do not fear to reprimand
candi
dates for breaches of playing or train
ing rules. Their charges know that
every man will get a fair chance to
make the team and the final selection
made on merit alone. On football tac
tics, however, Hlnkey and Haughton
differ widely, but these teams late in
Kovember will know and play footb'all
of the highest caliber.
Dope Against Giants
Those baseball fans and prophets
who base their forecasts on the records of past years In big league ball
point out that all traditions and figures are against the New York Giants

6
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Planning for the

Stork's

Among those things which all women
should know of, and many of them do,
is a splendid external application sold
In most drug stores under the name of.
"Mother's Friend."
It Is a penetrating
liquid and many and many a mother tells
how it so wonderfully aided them through
the period of expectancy. Its chief purpose is to render the tendons, ligaments
and muscles so pliant that nature's expansion may be accomplished without the
intense strain so often characteristic ot
the period of expectancy.
"Mother's Friend" may therefore be
considered as indirectly having a splendid
influence upon the early disposition of
the future generation.
Whatever induces to the ease and com-fe- rt
of the mother should leave its Impress
upon the nervous system of the baby.
At any rate it is reasonable to believe
that since "Mother's Friend" has been a
companion to motherhood for more than
half a century it must be a remedy that
Women have learned the great value of;
Ask at any drug store for "Mother's
Friend," a penetrating, external liquid!
of great help and value. And write to
Bradfield Regulator Co., 402 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for their book of useful
and timely information.
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EAST LAS VEGAS

The Evidence Is Supplied by Local
Testimony
If the reader wants stronger proof
than the following statement and ex
perience of a resident of East Las
Vegas, what can It be?
A. Underwood, 806 National Ave.,
EaBt Las Vegas, says: "Doan's Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center
Block Pharmacy, brought me relief
from backache and kidney trouble.
Since then, I have used them off and
on, whenever I have needed a kidney
medicine and they have done good
work. If my kidneys aren't acting
Just right or my back is aching.
can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills
to drive away thees ailments. I have
recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to
a great many people and all have
been well satisfied with them."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for
kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
r"r. Inderwood had. Foster-MllburCo. Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
n

and began to play tennis when he was
12 years old under tne tuition of
professional coaches. At 20 he had won
secvral foreign championships and was
noted as a player of much promise,
hi the spring of 1912 he sailed for
the United States for the purpose of
entering Harvard university. In com- pany with his father, Williams board-- e
l the Titanic and when the steamer
sank following the collision with an
Iceberg his father was drowned and
the son had a narrow escape from the
same fate. When Williams started to
piay during the season of 1912 it was
seen that he was a player of unusual
caliber but three times two of the defeats being administered by Mclaughlin and at the end of the season Williams was ranked second among American players. In 1913 he won several sectional titles, was a member of
the winning Davis cup team and runner up to McLoughlln at eNwport.
This season his work has been equally brilliant although both Wilding and
Brookes defeated him In the Davis cup
matches at Forest Hills.
Williams' chief fault in tennis is his
erratic game. When he is at the Up
top of his form he Is the equal of any
player In the world but these exhibi
tions have been as a rule but flashes.
Until he defeated McLoughlln he
never gave a sustained exhibition of
his full ability with the racquet
beyond one set Against
he showed a game which for
steadiness and plane surpassed any
thing Williams has heretofore develop
ed although It was evident that the
Californian was not quite the Mc
Loughlln of the Davis cup matches.
If Williams can hold the level he
reached in winning the national championship he will prove a partner equal
In ability to McLoughlin In the next
quest- - for the Davis cup and the
world's champlonslp.
Baseball is Popular
Reports from Australia Indicates
that baseball Is growing steadily In
popularity. The game was greatly
helped by the visit of the American
pi ofessionals last year. Whereas ten
years ago but two of the states of the
commonwealth could boast teams.
South Australia has joned New South
Wales and Victoria In fostering the
game. Baseball reports now figures
in all the sporting pages of the lead-In- s
newspapers In the three states and
what Is of more moment school boy
teams are playing, which Is a most
hopeful sign. The game la played In
Australia in the rainy season, and notwithstanding the air is often raw, the
sky threatening and the diamonds
muddy the contests scheduled among
the clubs In the various divisions by
means of which the players are ranked
In skill, are carried out with enthusiasm. A feature, also, of the ac
counts of the games in the newspapers. Is the employment by the writ-er- a
of American baseball slang. But
it is rather curious to note that a
shutout Is called a "Chicago", which
la a word practically obsolete here,
As Indicating the hold that the American national pastime is gaining upon
tbo Australian sporting world there
was an Interstate baseball carnival In
Sydney, from August 1 to 8, and New
Southm Wales, Victoria and South!
Australia competed against each other
in numerous games between boy nines
and between adult nines throughout

the

12, 1914.

week.

Acute Indigestion
"I was annoyed for over a year by
attacks of acute Indigestion, followed
by constipation," writes Mrs. M. J.
Gallagher, Geneva, N. Y. "I tried

everything that was recommended to
me for this complaint but nothing did
me much good until about four
months ago I saw Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and procured a bottle
of them from our druggist. I soon
realized that I had gotten the right
thing for they helped roe at once.
Since taking two bottles of them I
can eat heartily without any bad ef
fects." Sold by all druggists. Adv.

TEACHERSUNABLE

Bring Your
Job Work

TO WRITE GOOD

ENGLISH
THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT
SHOCKED EVERY TIME HE
READS LETTERS

Santa

13

to the

law
was
permit a married woman to teach
a question submitted to Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
White. The New Mexico law does
permit married women to teach, re
plied the department of education.
However, Mr. Wrhlte Incidentally call
ed attention to a frequent breach of
contract and ethics on part of teachers who sign a year's contract, get
married In the middle of the term and
quit teaching. He also disparagingly
spoke of such teachers who will sign
a contract, then go fishing for another
place and when they land a new Job,
desert their post, breaking the contract without compunction.
While speaking of the lamentable
lack of professional ethics among so
many teachers, he also dwelt upon the
poorly written letters that the de
partment receives dally from highly
paid city superintendents, high grade
teachers and principals. Poorly spell- ed, unpractical, untidy letters, are the
rule rather than the exception from
educators and it Is certainly a reflection upon the writer of such missives,
that must prejudice those who see the
letters against the writer. Mr. White
exhibited
the neatly typewritten,
grammatical, correctly spelled letters
that come from such Spanish-Americasuperintendents like Jose Montaner of
Taos and Saturnino Baca and contrasted them with the epistles written
by seevral well known cit yand couun-t.superintendents of American counties, much to the disparagement of
the latter.
Fe, Sept. 12.
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How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F.' J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ol.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
N
hi3 firm..
NATIONAL- BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 73 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv

COA L

AND

VJ

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
PhunmKHminStl

Ty Cobb is of the opinion that the
Athletics can beat the pick of the big
leagues in a championship series.
ing Specks
These are signs of kidney and bladder trouble, You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney PUls at onca Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer ahd Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv,

I

The soft, steady, mellow glow of Elec-

tric Lights prevents eye strain. For
reading or sewing at night anything
that requires concentrated use of the

The Norfolk club, Virginia league
leaders, was sold to a syndicate for
$60,000 the other day.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I advised the "boys' when they en
listed ifor the Spanish war to talte
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy with them, and have
received many thanks for the advice
given," writes J. H. Hougland, Eldon,
Iowa. "No person whether traveling
should be jvithout this
or at horn
great remedy." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Lame Back

Kidney Trouble Causes

It
And it will give you even worse If
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
her back with kidney trouble and Inflamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney pills and now my back
Is stronger than In years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are entirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

H

Make Your

Home Attractive
Electric Light lends an air of comfort
and good cheer and the artistic fix- tures and handsome lamps will beautify your home. It Is
requires no attention and does not
smudge the walls and ceilings as other
llluminants do. Your family should
not be deprived of such an Inexpensive
luxury, when your home can be wired
t? quickly and cheaply. Investigate
satisfy yourself that It Is the cheapest as well as the best illumlnant.
labor-saving-- it

a

-

The minimum wage commission of
the state of Washington has adopted
a rate of $9 a week as the minimum
wage for girl telephone operators
throughout the state, except In small
exchanges.

m

eyes It Is a boon. Electric Light Is
safe and can be turned on or off by
cnildren without danger. It has no
fumes or odors to poison the air but
Is clean and healthful.

Thirty thousand men are on the
of the United States Steel
A

V.

The Ideal Light
For Young Eyes

a.
h?

Lss Vegas Light and
Power Company

'
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Additional Society

gave a delightful little informal part;
at their home last Saturday evening.
Cards and dancing furnished the
amusements and refreshments were
served. Miss Arnold's guests were
Miss Edna Ievison, Miss Madeline
Mills, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Elizabeth Coors, Mr. Will
Tipton, Mr. Morton Stern, Mr. Douglas Ifoskins, Mr. Jay Stern, Mr. Cecil
Paice and Mr. Herbert Gehrlng.

y

ABOUT JOHNSON GRASS

Santa Fe, Sept 12. "May I bow
Johnson grass and may I haul it over
the public roads?" asks an anxious
furmer in Luna county in a letter to
the office of the attorney general of
the state. Assistant Attorney General
Harry S. Clancy informed him, that
vihile at repeated legislative sessions
efforts were made to place on the
statute books a law similar to that
in Texas, prohibiting the planting of
Johnson grass and providing for Its
e:adication, New Mexico has no statute of that kind- and it is perfectly
legal for the Luna county farmer, or
any one In any county to sow or plant
Johnson grass and to haul It over the
public roads.
-

TRACTION COMPANY
In Advance

for Mall

REPAIR RATON HILL
Subscriptions.)
WENT IN THE HOLE Santa Fe, Sept 12. Engineers II.
Remit by check, draft or money
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Bpecunen copies free on application.
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new road on the east side of the hill
DIVIDENDS
to avoid the rock slide on the west
AT
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
aide which early this year made the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Santa Fe, Sept. 12. Seven hundred read almost
impassable. It will be
PAID FOR
thousand passengers were carried by fome time, however, before the new
the Albuquerque Traction company
roadway is built as It Is quite an
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
last year, according to the annual repiece of work and the old road
circulation
and
weekly
largest dally
port of the president of the company, is for the
present passable.
f any newspaper in northern New M. O. Chadbourne, filed after much
tfexlco.
the
eevn
threats
by
coaxing and
commission.
Tho report shows a deficit for last CHINA FACES GREAT
TELEPHONES
2
.....Main year of $2,673.62. However, that Is
fluainess Office
YEAR LONG FAMINE
....Main 2 one of the figures that Corporation
Htws Department
Commissioner O. L. Owen frankly
views with skepticism, for in another
SEPTEMBER 12. 1914. column $8,597.10 are charged off to FLOODS DURING JULY MAKE RAISSATURDAY,
ING OF CROPS AN,
depreciation. If only half of that
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amount had been charged off there
Every now and then some Euro--1 would have been a profit.
The cost of the 6.2 miles ot road is
12. Twelve
un ipowt-- appeals to the president
Sept.
Washington,
the
of
at
equipment
$113,944.41;
i
given
cog-months' famine, which only by outside
i, il the American people to take
of six passenger
aid
can be averted, taces the Kwang
ance of an alleged breach of the consisting mainly
Nineteen persons are
$22,127.26.
:
es of civilized warfare by some cars,
and Kwang Si provinces ot
anTung
an
who draw
r given employment,
.her one of tho belligerents.
were ' devastated " toy
$15,351.97. Dur- China, which
of
nual
compensation
Wllhelm is the latest to arrive
were
no persons
killed, floods in July with a loss of 3,000 lives
ing the
with a protest. France probably will but two year
were injured.
and of more than 100,800 homes. Con
and
Engweek,
next
turn
take her
total
Of
the
expenditures,
General Chessire reported today
sul
operating
land will be heard from the week
conductors and motormen receiv from Caton that about 8,000,000 peo
the
misa
Meanwhile
Belgian
following.
ed $10,9S5.05; for power $9,042.13 was ple suffered losses and many millions
sion of three men is on Its way to
for maintenance of way $S93.04; would need food until the next harvest.
paid;
the
of
Washington. Representatives
maintenance of electric lines
"In many places whole villages have
warring powers have admitted that for
$3 15.20; for maintenance of buildings been blotted out, inhabitants and all,"
communications
such
in forwarding
says the report. "The loss of life may
to Washington their nations are bid- $S3.34; for maintenance of cars
for electric equipment $1,831; never be known, but the suffering
ding for world opinion as well as
"saving exceptions" for use when a for damages $470.25; for Insurance ciaised is appalling. The west riverstastill, at the end of July, is very high;
peace conference shall finally be $105.84; while for prfnting and
called. Not one of these nations is tionery only $30.18, which may account the fields and lands are under several
willing to stand condemned in the in some degree for the woeful show- feet of water. Banks require rebuildfields to be
eyes of the nations not now at war. ing made. The total revenues were ing, house
Bach realizes the force of public opin- $?5,481.45. For taxes $1,9S2J26 was paid pumped dry for planting. Taxes are
remitted and other government aid
ion upon even the rules of absolute out.
The road is mortgaged to the ex given, but even thus, the people have
monarchies, to say nothing of limited monarchies and republics. None tent of $13,269.10 per mile. Additions lost all, stand helpless.
"At the first we hoped the water
planes to risk an adverse decision at made during the year cost $9,926.80.
the hands of this Informal tribunal. The accounts payable are $10,864.36, might recede more rapidly and the
Hence a beliated consideration ot a loans $6,500, $243.60 matured Interest fields be avallablefor the second
world-wid- e
public and the appeals to unpaid, $629.34 cash on hand, $4,538.83 planting. This now, appears to be imStates to set the belliger- - value of materials on hand. The capi- possible.
United
the
In such event the people
ns right in the publics eyes talization per mile, including bonds la face a ten or twelve-mont- h
famine.
through official announcements from $60,797.34.
"This is only the beginning.' What
There are fourteen stockholders, the near future has in store only can
Washington.
All of which but adds another to the authorized capital is $250,000 of God know.
Help Is needed now. Dethe many paradoxes of the big war. which $248,410 Is outstanding.;, The lay cannot be long if these people are
It Is difficult to understand at this authorized debt is $250,000 of which to be saved."
distance Just how any of the belliger $116,000 is outstanding. The accrued
ents expect to gain public sympathy interest during the year was $6,960.
EDUCATIONAL
SERMON
In the face of the most autocratic and
The National Reform association
tyrannically senseless censorship that
PRAISES THE CUT OFF
has requested the churces of the Unittiaa ever been set up. Russia, some
Santa Fe, Sept. 12. Colonel D. K. ed States to observe the second Suntimes sneeringly called "the benight B. Sellers, in a letter to State Engi- day jn September in the interest of
ed," is no worse than the others, if neer James A. French, waxes enthu- the public and private schools of the
as bad. Newg of German victories siastic over the
Becker eut-of- f country. In accordance with this1
much overdrawn comes from Berlin;
on the state highway from Albu- recommendation an address...
wllj ,.be
News of English victories as badly
querque to Socorro. Sellers had been delivered at the First-''- " Methodist
Re-- j
London.
comes
from
exaggerated
skeptical at first about the cut off pro- church tomorrow . evening upon the
ports of many French victories not position, but now he, writes:, "It is a subject of ."Christian Public Educafcorne out by facts come from Paris.
credit to the state-an- d
makes an un- tion." The, solo entitled "O Divine
Hut rarely a word ot defeat, and then
a
very Interesting Redeemer," by Gounod, will be sung
interesting country
only a "reverse." The one English
In fact, I am very en- at this meeting by Miss Marie Sene-oa-l,
indeed.
journey
newspaper that has had the courage
the director of art and music at
about the great improveto tell the truth about British defeats thusiastic
tiie New Mexico Normal University.
ment
is the Times, the aged "Thunderer."
All friends of the public schools are
and it has been damned as a traitor
invited to attend.
NEW
BRIDGE
WANTS
and threatened with all the penalties
A
12.
over
Santa
Sept.
Fe,
bridge
that an angry citizwiship and a harKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
assed government can inflict for dar- the Blalnes Lake Wash, 20 miles west
Kansas City, September 12. Hogs,
of
on
Socorro
the
Quemado,
county,
ing to give the public the unvarnished stale
highway to Sprlngervllle, Ariz., receipts 500. Market lower. Bulk $8.60
haven't
truth. Paris newspapers
ls
packers
requested by Colonel D. K. B. Sell- t!S.S5; heavy $8.708.85;
ventured even to try It Meanwhile
and butchers $8.708.90; lights $8.60
ers
state
of
the
commission.
highway
tennis"
British censors are holding up
scores because they do not under- It Is the only really bad spot all the 8.80; pigs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 400. Market steady.
stand them, deleting harmless mes way to STpringerville, he declares, and
- $100 will Jit it Colonel Sellers will Frime fed steers $9.7510.75; dressed
moveto
with
the
do
sages having
Taenia of neutral vessels carrying, have his petition granted as the state Leef steers $89.60; western steers
stockers and feeders $6
only passengers, and generally behav-- j highway commission expects to have $6.759.25;
8.25; calves $6.50g10.50.
y
Ger- - j good roads camp working on that
numbskulls.
like
Apparently
ing
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
fancies that it can make the! Hon of the highway before long and
world believe Its armies are always it will incidentally build a bridge Lambs $7.407.95; yearlings $5.75
victorious by withholding any word of j across the wash although $100 will C :,0; wethers $5.405.85; ewes $5
French or Russian advances, of any-- , hardly cover the cose
n
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General von Hlndenburgh will clear
Oho RjsU'I Rose and Silver
east Prussia of Russians, but military
A
Is
declare
it
that
at
Petrograd
experts
incredible that the Russians snould
Xtk offruc&ph)ncSelr
give up the investment of Koenigsdivoaitea ith dppropriokdisaster
greater
unless
suffering
burg
.v
aesion
been
reported.
than that which, has
In Russian Poland the Russians still
(Continued from Page One)
bat-d- a set m to be successful while operating
are
that they
purposely avoiding
SOllth- - acalnst the Austrlans alone. But they
nH1nft nf- thplr
main
as tlia
- 1
- wuywww
fcU
C0
Is
into
to
move
ward
fighting on J are making less impression on the
get
armies on J
relieve pressure there. combined Austro-Germa- n
to
Marne
tho
DEMOCRATS
PROTEST AGAINST
Selected China decorated in taste
substantial
most
The
Vistula.
the
MEASURE OFFERED BY
ealn by Russian forces within the in the famous studios of "Pickard."
A Horrible Slaughter
UNDERWOOD
last 24 hours has been the capture of
Petragrad, Sept. 12 (via London).
The most attractive tableware made.
A detailed plan of the proposed march Tomaszow, which probably clears the
armies through wav for the advance of the Russian
of Austro-GermaSee our new decorations.
forces on
ALONE Russia to Parm on the extreme east center on the Austro-GermaWANT FRE1GBUET
ern border of European and about 700 the Vistula river.
WW
milts east of Petrograd, has been
THEY THINK TRANSPORTATION
found on the body of commander of
Take Herbertshoehe
English
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
CHARGES ALREADY ARE
Austrian cavalry, who was killed at London, Sept. 12. The admiralty-aTOO GREAT
Orodeke in Gallcla.
nounced this afternoon that the Brit
America Will Protest
In this fight three cossack regiWashington, Sept. 12. The United
ments completely overwhelmed nine ish fleet has occupied Herbertshoehe,
seat of govern- Slates
SENDS FOR THE BIG CHIEF Hungarian regiments of cavalry. Two on Blanche Bay, the
probably will join the protest
archiBismarck
ment
German
the
of
were
of the powers against Turkey's abro
of these Hungarian organizations
Solomon Islands.
which
gation of the capitulations
virtually wiped out, only 31 surviving. pelago and the
ADMINISTRATION
LEADER HALTS
The official press bureau gave out gr&nted foreigners
PROCEDURE UNTIUPRES1-DENthe following statement this after rights and otherwise restricted the suGermans Claim Victories
i
ARRIVES
Washington, Sept. 12 The German noon!
zerainty of the Ottoman empire.
from
received
been
A
has
the
telegram
following
A definite course of action has not
embassy today received
Rear Admiral Sir George E. , Patey, finally been decided upon by President
Washington, Sept. 12. Because of wireless from Berlin:
"German General Hindenburgh's vic- commanding the Australian navy, an Wilson and Secretary Bryan.
a democratic revolt In the house
in east Prussia is nouncing the occupation at 7 a. m. Sep
The disposition of the Washington
against the freight tax proposed in the torious progress
Russians attempted tember 11 of the town of Herbertshoe- government was to await the InitiaThe
continued.
war revenue bill, Democratic Leader
on their de- he in the Island of New Pommerin.
tive of the European powers. The
Lnderwood today decided to await the to relieve the pressure
The British flag was hoisted with view that the American government
the
left
launching
feated
wing by
i eturn of President Wilson to the capi-ti- l
army corps against out opposition. A naval landing party would protest against the abrogation
before he Introduced the measure. twenty-seconacunder Commander J. A. Beresford of of
rights was advancA petition was circulated among General Hindenburgh's flank, but,
dethe Australian navy established them- ed by officials, who said the reasons
were
official
reports,
,to
democratic members today demanding cording
selves on shore at dawn without the would be two-folFirst: Americans
a caucus next week on the proposed feated. Several batteries were capRussian
forces.
knowledge of the enemy, but stout re bad invested considerable sums in Tur
main
bill.
Southerin and western demo- tured from the
"There was no news until 11 o'clock sistance was offered while the force key because of the special privileges
crats began the cauueus petition. The
the was destroying the wireless apparatus and protection afforded them under
alternative they propose is that if it is from the western front, wher
and the landing party had to force its the capitulations;
The
is
continuing.
and second t Be
necessary the tax on beer be $1 a bar- struggle presumably
Hau-sea distance of four miles cause the removal of
Von
for
General
under
way
Saxon
army
inrel which will net $657,000,000; an
seems to have fought brilliantly. through the bush the road In several Fights might lessen the personal securcrease on whiskey and other distilled
'
Banks Bear Strain
places being mined. The German of- ity of American missionaries.
liquors and probably a tax on automo-mobileIn command finally agreed to suris
ficer
Reichsbank
The
report
weekly
Ambassador
tho
cabled
Morgenthau
The slogan of the fight will
state department today that European
be "tax the luxuries, not the neces- the best since the outbreak ot the render unconditionally.
"Guns have been landed and steps
war. Note circulation has been re
sities."
powers had protested against the abroduced $96,000,000 and gold increas rave been taken to capture the sta- gation, but that as he was without
ed $35,000,000, showing the bank 13 tion. The casualties are Lieutenant instructions he did not join in the acGOOD ROADS WORK
the strain of the war very Ccmmander Charles B. Elwell and two tion. Officials here said the protest
Albuquerque, Sept 12 Ntxt Thurs- bearing
seamen of the Australian naval re- was a mild one, and some observers
satisfactorily.
day evening the good roads local will
serve; wounded, ten seamen.
iu Constantoniple look
upon it as
again take up its work after a period
"The German casualties are not
Three Struggles in Progress
hardly strong enough to make any
of subdued activity throughout the
London, Sept. 12. Three tremend known, but two German officers, five impresbion on the Porte.
officers and 13 nawarm weather. The meeting will be ous struggles are waging along as
held at the Commercial club at 8 many battle lines and from none of tive policemen were taken prisoners.
HE WON'T GIVE UP
comes a report of a decisive re
K.
El Paso, Tex., Sept.
o'clock and many matters of interest them
An Attack Tomorrow
of the western
Hewlitt, wanted by the police in Los
will be brought up. The local offic- sult. The mystery
news . Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 12, (via Angeles, remained
today in Juarez,
ials have several plans under way operation is complicated by the
General
The British expeditionary Mexico, opposite El Paso, and thero
from
which
London)
Berlin,
Ignores
which the organization will be asked
to act upon and it is hoped to start von Kluck's efforts on the German force which occupied Herbershoehe, were no Indications that he intended
n
plans to attack Simpson's Haven to- to surrender to the police here, who
off the work for. this year with a bang right, while indicating that the
morrow.
is
on
Verdun
attack
proceeding
received Instructions last night to arand keep it going with a smash- Good
rest him. Hewlitt has been living in
roads enthusiasm has been high at successfully.
Official reports conveyed to the
The Powers Object
an El Paso hotel under his own name
several times during the summer but
Constantinople, Sept. 12, (via Lon- for about a week. Friends here said
with the coming of fall it is hoped to Bavarian sixth corps seem to indicate
inaugurate a program of hard effi- thai the army merely expected to pre- don) The ambassadors of some of that he was reputed to have been
cient work that will accomplish much vent the sending of allies' reinforce the great powers have presented an worth several million dollars at ono
for the highways of the county. All ments northward. If the German at Identical note to the Turkish grand time. He is a graduate ot Harvard
local members are being asked to tack on the southerly exposure of vis.ier protesting against the decree is- university.
pay their dues as soon as possible, Verdun, assisted toy the great siege sued toy The Porte recently, under" the
More than 50 per cent of the legitithat the local's annual fee to the guns, succeeds, the complete invest- terms of which the treaty rights accorded foreigners in the past are abol- mate actors in America belong to tha
state association may be covered and ment of Verdun will be insured.
Actors' Equity society.
that there may be funds on hand for Berlin reports that the victory of ished.
other work. Secretary D. R. Lane of
WWW Ml PIUM.RI.WJ1PI
the state association yesterday sent
"S3
to
literature
out about 4,000 pieces of
different locals over the state and will
follow this up with a further distri
bution of other good roads" pamphlets
and books later this fall After this,
he says, he hopes to make an organiz
ing trip to several counties, especially
those south in the Rio Grande valley
and to some ot those in the Pecos
has
valley regions where J an organizer
'
'
been requested.'" '
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Saturday Night

CLOUDCROFT

PLANS

AT

FAIR

Santa Fe, Sept 12. Cloudcroft,
Otero county, is planning a unique
fair at which the products of the Sacramento mountain country raised in
the rain belt are to be exhibited in
juxtaposition with the products of the
irrigation country at La Luz and Tula-rosThe agricultural contest will
take place on September 28. The
Dona Ana County Fair association
has secured the Fifteenth
cavalry
band from Fort Bliss for three days
during the fair at Las Cruces.
v '
;

IT'S WORTH WHILE TO STOP AND TAKE NOTICE
OF THESE
BARGAINS OFFERED FOR 8ATURDAY NIGHT AND MONDAY. THEY
CANNOT BE DUPLICATED ELSEWHERE.

a.

10c
OUTING FLANNEL,.
Llflht Patterns and
Good Quality. ;,.
Per Yard

;o

""Chicago' board

'" Chicag6',':
Sept.

1-

of trade

Wheat prices
hardened' today lii' sympathy with an
advance at Liverpool. The start, which
ranged from the same as last night to
Si higher, was followed by a slight
setback and then by amaterla 1 upturn.
The close was heavy at 2 to 2V4 cent
uwler last night.
Corn developed considerable firmness, influenced mainly by wheat. Afcent off to a like adter opening
vance, the market score a decided all
around gain.
to
There was a firm close
above last night
Seaboard demand strengthened ats.
Offerings of provisions were light,
but steadied in consequence of dov
maad. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Sept 1.08; Dec. 1.12V4;

-5

12.

May 1.20.
Corn, Dec
May
Oats, Dec. 51; May 54
Pork, Jan. $20.30.
Lard, Oct. $9.15; Jan. $9.82.
Ribs, Oct. $11.35; Jan. $10.67V4.

72;

and

Monday Specials

11

d

--

12, 1914.

HOUSE REVOLT

Miss Arnold Gives
An Informal Party
Miss Marie Arnold, who Is the guest
of Judge and. Mrs. David J. Ideally,

W.00
L00

Yecr

fix Months
(Cash

thing in the least dlaeretitable to Ger-- I
man armj. And eacti aud all seemingly imagine that to withhold the news
of the success of an opposing army
Is to convince the world that tne
other1 side is incapable of fight Ing and
doomed to final defeat.
Censorship which has for its object
only the elimination of news that
would betray army movements to the
enemy is justified. But this seems
to be a secondary consideration with
the censors now on the Job. For the
most part they seem to be men who
know little about war. and lens about
news. PreBomably they have been
drawn from, the nobility or the gmtil-Itthat knows nothing of practical
affairs of any kind. Through these
Inoomtictents the various warring
powers go on hiding their heads and
imagining that the world cannot see
They
their elevated tail feathers.
have not. learned from, the ostrich,
and probably they will not learn from
public displeasure. But it is the
ofheight of folly for any military or
ficial clique to expect to win world
sympathy through a course that systematically Insults public Intelligence.
Official complaints from belligerents
to Washington are not going to re
move the memory of official duplicity
as exemplified so forcibly in the cen
sorship.
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I
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local
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service
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question mark symbolizes the politidepositors responsibility.
Is In the city for a short stay.
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cal situation In. Maine at the close
C. W. Ade of Joplin, Mo., has come
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campaign today, and the
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passing that felt in Maine in a long
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time.
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interest extends beyond
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New York, Stpt. 12. A vivid de the state, for the election is the only
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mittee of councilmen as follows to inMurphy.
who
to
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attributed
officer
German
out the country in November.
Harvey's ranch this morning for a
vestigate the advisability of repealing
was seriously wounded in the battle,
It has always been a popular noweek's vactlon.
NOTICE OF BANKRUPTCY
the
ordinance: Russell, Hays and
is published by the Weiser Zeitungof tion that the September election in
In the District Court of the United
Stern.
was
Maine
to
of which reached here
indicate
pretty certain
States for the District of New Bremen, copies
May Purchase a Team
today. Under the caption "From the what would happen in November,
Mexico.
Alderman
THREE MURDERED
Hays reported that he
Horder to Liege' the officer described U.ough some cogs in this theory have
In the matter of James R.
had found a handsome team, suitable
his experiences and feelings In a let occasionally slipped and, disappointed
Moore, Bankrupt, in Bankfor use on the fire apparatus, which
ter which reads in part as fnilows:
the prognosticators. Regardless of
No. 155.
ruptcy.
FARM
ON KANSAS
the owner was willing to sell for $300,
"Our trip tp the Belgian border that, however, the Maine election,
To the Creditors of James R. Moore
or $150 for each animal, provided the
was a triumphal procession. It was particularly midway of a presidential
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rough term,
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everywhere.
Morgan, a farmer 50 years old, Mrs. meeting of his creditors will be held ful
a horse with the ttuse of one now
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ed condition of the roads being tuilt of the forts. There is wild clamor than elsewhere.
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pealed.
first In interest, it has no great mar a deputy sheriff arrived last night mains
in effect, however, the proposed one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
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over that for congress In several and told Casadas the nature of the
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Mound
my
at the Cooley barn cannot be for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
of the county, except Wagon
changes
of the districts. All of the present charge against him, for he seemed to
and Watrous, little. If any, work is responds, to my word of command.
"I rush forward. A terrible blow representatives, three republicans and be in ignorance of the facts, he im
being done, and that little impairs
me back three feet I have re- one democrat, are candidates for re mediately settled with him and was
throws
the
roads.
rather than improves
election. Most Interest centers in the allowed to proceed on his way.
"Work being done by the state be ceived a shell in the left thigh. The Second district, now
represented by
an
me
officer
Before
terrible.
is
tween Mora and Cleveland is splendid, pain
Daniel J. McQillicuddy, democrat UnLast night, during the heavy rain,
. J
and the work of the state on both road calls out his name, holds out his hands uer
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shots rang out sharp and clear
three
it
oraiuarycuucnuoos,
desd.
In
back
i Congressman
ways and bridges is to be most highly to me and then falls
iii the neighborhood of Sixth street
, , ,would
McQillicuddy
commended, but the absence of any front of me thdre is a flag and r try have an easy
but Ws( vote aind Douglas avenue. Windows went
definite plan' on the part of the coun to crawl up to It The bearer is dead. on the tolls question and certain
up" 'and7 officers came running and
me in the left
ty road board, and of power In the A second shot strikes
among the' democrats of his dogs'were barking, and fear ran ramcounty commissioners is responsible arm; a third in the right arm; I bite district, have given his ppponents conr pant that "perhaps1 the' Germans had
"
the earth with pf.ln. A few steps in
siderable hope. Alden J. Wheeler, an lande dat last Some' soul, possessed
For Fall and Winter should be H for the general bad results.
front are the Belgian rifle pits. Our active and able
where
At a recent meeting in Mora
campaigner, Is oppos 'of more temerity than the others,
ordered now.
Commissioners Taupert and Hunker of men advance. I live m one place near
McGillicuddy on the progressive went boldly forth as far as the car
ing
San Miguel county, State Engineer ly 12 hours, yet despite the hail of ticket The republican candidate is tracks, and finally exploded in a
We have a complete line of forFrench and the Mora county road bullets nothing happens to me. A doc- Harold Sewell, a eon of the late Ar- laugh. Some one had ;put torpedoes
board and commissioners were pres tor comes with bandages. At noon I thur Sewell, who was the democratic on the tracks.
eign and domestic suitings, coment, I called attention to the highly am carried away, shivering with fev candidate for vice president in 1896
Impractical practice of employing a er; I meet our regiment. It's losses with Bryan. The son became a repub
The hose wagon, of the fire depart
prising all the latest weaves, and
road overseer in every precinct, and are terrible; three captains and six lican at the time his father was nom- ment is feeling nicely, thank you, in
at right prices.
turning all road matters in his district lieutenants dead, nearly all from my inated for vice president
a new coat of red paint.
over to him exclusively. The practice battalion.
In the First district Asher Hinds
pj Pressing, cleaning and repairing
"I am taken to a field hospital. Dur- is the present republican congresshewever, notwithstanding the warning
ALUS IS WINNER
the first few days I have fever and man. For some time Mr., Hinds has
ia
at
still
the
ing
joint meeting,
given
Garden City, Sept. 12. H, El Allis
receive special care.
suffer terribly, hut now I am much been in poor health and It was only III of Harvard won the intercollegiate
continued, to the ruin of the roads
better. There are others who have to at the earnest request' of his friends individual golf championship here to
saw
I
Mora
at
"Only last Monday
over 20 warrants drawn in favor of suffer greater pains 'than I; that that he consented' to accept a nomi- day by defeating la. M. Washburn of
road overseers In sums of from $20 to makes one keepquiet I have to suf nation. Because of the state of his Princeton, 11 up and ten to play.
The clothes I wore? health he has not been able to make
$60, and the., warrants carried no re- fer everything.
Both his
The recent celebration of Labor day
port as to what work had been done. were so soaked with blood that they a very active campaign
On one of the' roads I recently saw were burned. A Russian brought me democratic and progressive opponents in San Francisco was signalized by
a man sitting on a bank watching a some underwear. A sympathetic lit feel confident they can d.efeat him for the laying of the cornerstone tor the
new labor temple to be built In that
toy at work on the road. In reply to tle woman Is washing and mending a
Jonn Peters and Frank T. Guern- city.
r
my question the man said, 'I am over uniform for me."
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Santa Fe, Sept. 12. County School railroad has arranged to take 100 of
Superintendent Atanacio Montoyo of those interned at Fort WIngate to
Bernalillo county, In addition to the Eagle Pass, Tex., the refugees to
excellent photographs of the modern leave Fort Wingate Mondey. Among
rural school buildings he has sent the the 100 selected for return, to Mexico
exposition commission, was today re- are 40 women. Special cars will be
quested to have photographs taken of attached to the regular Santa Fe
school interiors, of class work and trains tg transport the crowd.
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain your friends?
Have yovi an item of interest ?
Do you want

advance information

on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial room"
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Have you property for sale?
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want work or help?

Have you lost something?
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week at Its meeting last eight. The
poles will be of ornamental Iron and
will materially beautify the Normal
campus as well as illumine the surrounding streets.

OBNJkUENTALUHFSON
THE N0RM.IL GROUNDS

A MINERAL

CAMPUS

OF BIG STATE INSTITUTION TO BE BEAUTIFULLY
ILLUMINED

t

Ornamental lamp poets are to be
Installed upon the grounds of the
New Mexico Normal University In the
immediate future. As a beginning
there will be three posts placed in
use; one at the point of the triangle
occupied at the Normal where Main
avenue and National avenue join; one
opposite the northeast corner of the
building, on National avenue, and one
at the southwest corner, on Main avenue near La Casa de Raraona, the
fclrls' dormitory.
Later more lamps
may be Installed. Two of the lamps
will be maintained by the Normal,
while the third will be paid for by the
'ity, the council having made the
necessary appropriation of $2. SO per

COLLECTION

Santa Fe, Sept. 12. Commissioner
j!m T. Clark in southern New Mexico and Trofessor Fayette A. Jones
finish-In- s
in northern New Mexico, are
up their work of collecting choice
mineral specimens for the New Mexico mineral exhibit at San iDego. The
specimens will be placed In a glass
case eight feet high, eight feet long
and four feet wide, with silver mounted clasps and Yale locks, the Interior
illumined with indirect incandescent
lights. The front lift will be ball
bearing and altogether the exhibit
vhich will be in addition, to the superb exhibit of New Mexico gems will
undoubtedly attract much attention
frcm prospectors and those interested
in mines and mining.
Read The Optic Want Ads.
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Jewish New Year at the
cent store. Adv.

5, 10

and

Saturday's
Market

Sptcial table d'bote dinner Sunday
50c.
Motel Romaine. Adv.
Old Taylor tVhisfcey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
On Monday and Tuesday, September
14th and loth, fall millinery opening.
Strass Bonnet Shop. Adv.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Spring Chickens

65c and 75c
San

Juan Comity
PEACHES

QOc

Per Crate

In wood.

VIRGINIASW1EET
POTATOES

The plunge at the Montezuma bath
house will be open Sunday. Bring
your suit and be In the swim. Adv.
Vaudeville and special program at
the Mutual Theater Sunday matinee
and night Prices 5 and 10 cents.

3 lbs (or

25c

VEGETABLES

of all kinds

Adv.

Now Is a. good time
Chow-Choto make vovir

w

and Pickles

We Have
Green Tomatoes

Celery, pucumbers,

etc.

"aujifowers,

STORE

TEARNS

JOHN II, YORK

feature entitled
American two-ree- l
"This is Life," with Ed Coxen and
Charlotte Burton, Sunday, Mutual
Theater. Adv.
Reguluar Christian Science service
la O. R. C. hall Sunday morning at
11 o'clock.
Subject of the Bible lesson "Substance."
During winter season

board

and

lodging by month, $40, including use
ot saddle horses. El Porvenir. Phones
Main 20 or Olive 6174. Adv.

height. The heads are at least 18
inches in length; The season at the
Harvey ranch, which is nearly 10,000
feet above the sea level, is too short
to permit bringing the oats to complete, maturity, but they will make excellent feed for cattle during the winter. Mr. Harvey brought the oats to
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon. He
reports the mountains as delightful
and beautiful, as they always are during the early fall.

Mutual Weekly No. 80, "The EuroM.l'
pean War Illustrated,''
"Artillery
Our new Fall hats are now ready
Along the French Border," "The Horrors of War" and "The Spoils of for inspection. Ladies are cordially
War." Also Richard Hamlin and his invited. Our styles are correct and
musical comedy, Sunday matinee and our prices right. Mrs. A. Standish.
Adv.
night at the Mutual Theater. Admisnvf
if-sion 6 and 10 cents. Adv.
A marriage license was issued by
E-- ,
Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, who is the county clerk today to Cayeona
to lecture here next Tuesday evening, Roybal of Canconcito, aged 20 years,
is a most loyal American and quick and Frederico
Marqiiez of San
at repartee. One time when dining
aged 49.
with an English lord and the scenery
of Switzerland was being discussed,
the Englishman turned to Bishop
Hughes and said: "I understand you
have no scenery in. America of any
Importance." Instantly the bishop re(Continued From Page One.)
"That is a mistake, for we
plied:
Town of Las Vegas.
have Bunker HUl monument."
"Gentlemen: The following Is submitted to you in response to jour reMiss Nell Mitchell, who has bee.i quest that I put in
writing the
employed in the drug store of E. G.
which I made to you orally
Murphey for a year, will sever Her Tuesday afternoon.
connection with the firm tonight. Miss
"The basis for tlifi plan that I out
Mitchell, whose pleasing personality lined to you is the recognition of the
ANYIf you
has won for her many friends in the fact that there are luree dements
THING
will
city, will soon be married to Mr. R. directly interested in the completion
to
W. Kudulph, who is connected
with of the Las Vegas rrigation enterprise
the Cross, Kelly and Company at
namely, your board, as the reprePecos.
s
Mrs.
sentative
Albuof about
of the
Trera
of
Snyder
NEW AND UPrTO-DATE- .
querque has taken Miss Mitchell's land to be Irrigated; the owners of
the remaining third of the land; and
place at the store.
the Camfield company, which has
T. W. "Scotty" Smith and the Las built the portion of the work so far
in
Vegas Lumber company secured Judg- completed. Without the
If
ment yesterday against Ludwig Wil of these three elements the compleliam Ilfeld in amounts of $192 and tion of the system is Impossible. Your
it
$114 respectively
in satisfaction of board can obtain the Camfield Inter
Kens filed by plaintiffs to cover work est under Its present option by the
dene by them and material furnished payment of $G0,20O in cash. No athas ever been made to obtain
by them in the construction of a new tempt
the
of the owners of the
building on Bridge street, "of which
Ilfeld was neither the owner or the private lands which are vital to the
- This
plan contemplates
party erecting the building, but the enterprise.
Plione Vejas
311 Glh Si.
the
bringing together of these three
owner of the land." After the coninterests without the payment of
'.'".'.it. struction of the
original building failed,
in the following manner:
Ilfeld erected the handsome structure money,
"A corporation should be organized
now occupied by his hardware store.
with a substantial capital stock. All
the land under the system, with the
A. W. Hinchman, a prominent catcontiguous
lands, should
tle man of Emporia, Kits., accompani- be
to it in exchange for
when good results are cerconveyed
ed by Mrs,. Hinchman, their son Fred
shares of stock. For the lands now
tain. Try baking with our
and Mrs. Hinchman's mother, Mrs. J. held in trust
for your board you would
flour and after the first trial
K, Kempton, is here for a short visit
receive stock to an agreed amount
with
his old friend, James O'Byrne. The
you'll be bo sure ot good
(CV
private owners of land who con
Mr. Hinchman and his
family now re- vey their lands to the company would
bread, cake or pastry that
side in Los Angeles and he is on his
also receive stock, so that the comyou'll no longer regard bakway to Emporia to superintend the pany would own
all the land under
as
a
as
but
task
a
ing
pleasshipping of cattle from, his ranches the sysieni.
,
ure. Order a sack today.
to Kansas City. The Hinchmans
"My idea would be to Issue stock
lived
We guarantee every sack
here about 12 years ago. Mr. In
exchange for land at the rate of
Hinchman and Mr. O'Byrne became $20 an acre for
to give satisfaction or give
the portion that can
close friends when both were living
be Irrigated under the system, and $5
your money back.
on farms near Emporia.
land.
for, the adjacent
ASK YOUR GROCER
The company having thus acquired all
R. B. Schoonmaker has placed on the land would
proceed to obtain the
display at the Clement Curio store a Camfield Interest in the same man
shock of oats from Harvey's upper ner, namely,
by exchanging stock fpr
ranch that measures eeven feet in it The present option calls for the
'

w

Iff

DM

iS

THE CASH GROCER

MUST RETAIN

VJaii fas

our Opening.
intend buying
for the home it

pay you

wa.it

and see

payment to the Camfield company of
$00,200 in cash. Under this plan that
company would be paid stock to that
This
par value instead of money.
would do away with the present complication, end all pending litigation,
and put the new company in a position in which your board has nevtr
been, namely, holding in. Its hands all
the property necessary in connection
with the construction of the system.
"To my mind the most troublesome
feature of this plan will be the selection of directors for the company.
They would be men of the best standing and ability and willing to give
their time and attention to the affairs of the company, for the success
of the enterprise will rest entirely
upon their shoulders. It would be
necessary that all three claimants
should agree upon them, and steps
should be taken, to secure their con.
tinuing in office for at least five
years. The perfection of the finances
would rest on them. If they presented to youi a plan under which your
board could lend your funds to the
company legally and on proper se
curity, 1 presume the loan would be
made. At present your board Is not
asked for any money whatever. No
financial scheme can be perfected until the amount necessary for the completion of the syBtem is known. That
la now an unknown quantity. "In suggesting this plan I am not
representing any one. I have no Interest in it other than that of seeing
the system constructed. From the
standpoint of your board its merits
are chiefly that it settles the present
Camfield complication without the
payment of the $00,200 called for in
the present option, and that your
board receives stock of a substantial
value for land vwhich you have heretofore offered to give away for- nothing, as a bonus. There are only two
alternatives.
The payment to the
Camfield company of $60,200 in cash
between now and next February, a
payment which I understand you do
not Intend to make, or the continuance of the present litigation which,
in my judgment, will last several
years and mean that the possibility
of ever constructing the system is
ended. I understand that the water
rights necessary for the system expire next February, as does your option with the Camfield company.
s
"The owners of
of the
private lands, over 3,000 acres, have
agreed to this plan and are willing to
put their lands into the company.
The Camfjeld company has also
agreed to it, as I am informed by
wire from Mr. Camfield, and will take
stock In the new company or a par
value of $00,200 instead of the same
amount of money. The plan, therefore, lacks only your approval. It is
for you to say whether or not It shall
go forward.
Very truly,

NIFTY PATTERNS and
DESIGNS at PRICES
never before offered you
Las Vegas.
you want
QUALITY and PRICES
will pay you to wait a few
dv.ys.

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.

lit

BAKING IS A PLEASURE:
1J

T5he

At

Las Vegas Roller Mills

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

We heive on

hand the Choicest
of Fruits and Vegetables.

30E
Q

Price tvs low as any
According to Quality

HIE OBAAF&HAYW

CO. STORE

15
20

Watt
Watt

25

Watt
Watt

40

Q
O
fl

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS ARE THE BEST MAZDA
LAMPS MADE. PRICES GUARANTEED

.
-

30c
30c
30c
30c

60
100
150
230

Watt

-

"S. B. DAVIS,

United Stales

COMMITTEE

Non-Ski- n

ALL WORK

CONE AT OUR' SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
i4Mfiwa.illiai

in

LjajiM.111.

iijiii,i!wi.ij.H'Jll''''

S3

THE BIG REMODELING SALE
CONTINUES UNABATED!!
111

on

Greater values

ill
1

than

have

been or will be offered in Las
Vegas FOR YEARS.

Kill lips- -

a Brass

Do you want

';

It

Adv.

Like above

J!.

Cm

Now

Bed?

are cheaper than iron
now.

33

1-- 3

per cent

off all Brass Beds.

$30.00 Brass Beds

morning.

CONTEST

T UBES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

N1ED

TO CONDUCT

Reserve Bank

km

TIRES

IS OPEN

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

Federal

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

V;

HARVEY'S

OF TI1E

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

Jr."

$20.00

EVERYTHING

JsldHCon

REDUCED

&

623 Douglas Avenue

u
or

YOUNG

MATRONS
WILL LOOK
AFTER "BETTER BABIES"
SHOW AT FAIR

At a meeting or the county fair association last night the board of directors appointed a committee of five
ladies residing on either side of the
Gallinas river to undertake the direction and management of the "better
babies" contest during fair week.. The
ladies are Mrs,, Charles W. G. Ward,
chairman; Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
CTiarles P. Trumbull, Mrs. S. Powers
and Mrs. Chester A. Hunker.
The committee, which will be assembled shortly, will arrange for the
prizes to be offered, select the board
of examining iphysicians and deter
mine the points that shall count in
the marking of merits for the little
'
ones.
This is to be an initial undertaking
of the sort in this county, and much
good is hoped to be derived. The
success of these contests elsewhere
has brought the scheme into general
favor, and it is desired by the board
of directors of the fair association
and the new committee as well that
parents throughout the county will

:i,

Written Guarantee

j

goes with every car to
the effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne
refunded.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents

for The Ford

LET US
'

Clean

or Dye

Watt
Watt
Prompt Delivery

LUBWIQ VJRI. ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

irm.i.iiQ

Q

Watt

Phone Maio 379

AS A MEMBER

M.

son;,

30E

o More Lidht for Less Money o
COLUMBIA

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

three-fourth-

:':

President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-

our lines. EVERYTHING

two-third-

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President
Hallct RaynolcK Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice

'

Next to Bridge

0O

your old
Garments'
WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

take an active part In making it the
success here that it ehould be.
Beginning next week an active canvass for funds to conduct the fair
will be started on this side of the
river, and a ready response is looked
for. The money-raisinfeature of
the exhibition has met with excellent
results on the West side, thus far,
and no fear is felt that there will be
difficulty in obtaining the amount
necessary to assure the success of the
fair.
g

ADVERTISED

LETTER LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for for
week ending September 12:
Mr. A. R, Edler, Miss Emma Grogan,
Mr. John Loona, Miss Lupita Her-rerMrs. Mereay Marktted, Mr. J.
Kenneth Parker (3), Miss Corene
Eobbins, Mr. Demetrio Salas, Mr. R.
E. Short, Dr. Paul Solsberg.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised
letters."
El V.LONG, P.M.
a,

